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ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, GOYERNOR

Dr. Charles Cheng
San, Diegel'Regional Water Quality Control Board
9174 Sky Par!): Court, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92'123

RE: C~mments on the February 12', 2007 proposed Flow, Entrainment, and Impingement
Minimization,Plan (the Plan) for the proposed Poseidon desalination facility in Carlsbad,
California. '

Dear Dr. Cheng: '

Thank you for the opportunity to co~e~t o~ the above-referenced document (the Plan), and
thank you for the additional time you provided for us to prepare,these comments. The Plan is
required pursuant to the Regional Board's,Order#R9-2006-0065. Weunderstal1d that Regional
Board staffwill review the adequacy ofthe proposed Plan and will p~ssiblY require it be revised
before it is considered by'the Board. We,have 'several significant concerns about the proposed' ,
Plan and recommend that it be sub~tantiall'y revised before the Board completes its revieV{.

We are providing these coriunents pursuant to the Coastal Commission's sharedj~sdiction with '
the :Board for matters related to uses ofand impacts to the state's coastal waters, pursuant to' the
Coastal Act and the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act. The two Acts have 'similar
requirements related to entr~ent - one requires the minimization of the adverse effect~ of
entrainment, and the other requires the use, of the best av.ailable site, design, tedmolqgy, 'and
mitigation measures feasible to minimize the intake and mortality ofmarine life - -and we believe
incorporating our comments into a revised Plan will help ensure ,the project; s conformity to both
Acts. 'Concurrent with our review ofthis proposed Plan, we are aiso reviewing a coastal
development permit application for the proposed desalination facility. ,While we recognize, the
potential for desalination to provide an additional water source for the San Diego area; the
proposed facility and Plan do not yet include the nece:ssary design measures or ,analyses needed
to ensure confomiity to either Act. We have several significant concerns about the proposed
facility that have ,not yet been addressed, including some that we recommend be addr~ssed as
part of the Regional Board"s consideration of this Plan.

Some of the Plan's shortcomings illustrate the key problems associated with the proposed
facility's dependence on a power plant cooling system that is likely to shut down soon. When
the Pl~l addresses adverse imp.acts at one end of the system - i.e., entrainment and impingement
- it creates others at the other end ~ i.e., unacceptably high concentrations of salinity and other
compounds in the discharge. Even ifit may sometimes makes sense to co-locate a desalination
facility with an operating ollce-through cooling system, the advantages of co-location largely
disappear when the power' plant's cooling system shuts down. Several of our co:mrnents below
relate to this problem. ' '
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Additionally, the proposed Plan would represent a significant departure from the.CEQAanalysis
that has' already occUrred for this proposed project. For example, the Plan's Attachment 6
Additional Responses to Comments on the Final EIR-03-05 For the PreCise Develo"pment Plan
and Desalination Plant Project SCH#2004041081 (June 13, 2006) - shows that the EIR evaluated

'discharges of up to only about 40 ppt salinity under,the "No Power Plant Operations" scenario.
Adoption of the Plan as proposed may require additional CEQAreview,as several·of the impacts
that 'would result from implementing the proposed Plan were not addressed in the project's EIR.

Main Issues: .

For several reasons, the proposed Plan does not provide enough infonnation to ensure
conformity to either the Coastal Act or the Porter-Cologne Act. Further, it does not adequately .

.respond to the requirements. ofthe Board's Order to assess feasible methods and mitigation
measures to reduce impacts to marine' organisms. Our main issues of concern include:

~) Inadequate analysis of cumulative effects. on AgLla Hedionda Lagoon: The Plan does not
adequately describe the consequenges .of its proposed operating scenarios on the Lagoon.

2) Inadequate description of.discharge-related impacts: The Plan does not adequately address
potential discharge-related impacts. The proposed discharge would likely violate chronic
'toxicity limits and cause cumulative impacts. . , .

3) Inadequate consideration of alternatives: The Plan evaluates only mirior variations of a single
. option (i.e., various operatingscenanos of existing power plant'pumps) and leaves out 'other
.less environment.ally damaging options that appear feasible. . .

4) Inadequate biological data: The biological data used in the Plan are out-'of-date or incomplete
and are therefore not adequate for detennining potential impacts. .

5) Inadequate or incomplete impingement analysis: The Plan uses out-of-date biological data
for its impingement analysis and does not evaluate the necessary range of feasible mitigation
measures for reducing impingement. ,

.6)' Inadequate or incomplete entrainment analysis: The Pla.Il, does not fully describe the
entraininent analysis used and erroneously downplays the entrainment effects likely to occur .
if the Plan were to be implemented.

These issues are each'discussed in greater detail below:

1) Inadequate analysis of cumulative effects ~n'AguaHedionda Lago~n: The purposeof the .
, Plan is to identify how the proposed desalination facility would reduce its entrainment and
impingement impacts, as required by both Acts noted above. However, the approach
proposed in the Plan raises larger questions about the facility's potential effects on Agua
Hedionda Lagoon. The Lagoon -in its: current configuration has been largely formed and
maintained by the power plant's water use along with the ongoing dredging andthe presence
of the entrance jetties needed to continue that water use. The intake's effects include the
ongoing loss of marine life, increased sedimentation,' a different b,ydrologic regime in the
Lagoon, and, a different set ofbeneficial uses than what might otherwise be present. Some of

.the Lagoon's existing beneficial uses appear to be dependent on those effects and some of its
uses would likely benefit by ending the effects. But for this proposed desalination facility,
these effects would 'end within the next few years.
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Although Chapter 6 ofthe Plan touches on some of these issues, it does not adequately
describe the consequences of the proposed changes or other alternatives 'on the Lagoon's
uses. There are a m:unber of open questions about how the Lagoon will be ;managed in the
future - whether it will include increased 01' decreased restoration possibilities, whether it
will be subject to increased or decreased dredging, whether the entrance jetties will be "
:il1tered, etc. A decision about the appropriateness of the operating scenarios proposed in this
PUm should not be made without a larger determination about the fate ofAgua Hedionda
Lagoon. These, larger issues are, being considered in part through at least tWo other:current
review processes - Poseidon's request for leases from the State Lands Commission and
Poseidon's coastal development permit application to the Coastal Commission. '

, ,

We recommend,' therefore, that the ,Plan be revised to more fully describe how its proposed
operating scenarios as well as other, alternativfls would affect the Lagoon's beneficial u:ses.
We also recommend the Regional Board'not make a final decision on this proposed ·Plan
until after these larger issuEls are'at least partially resolved through these other two reviews.
This approach should.not delay the proposed project, since the final Plan would not needto
be implemented until after the faciiity is constructed and operating, which would not occur ,

.until these other reviews ate complete. In fact, decisions by the StateLands Coinmi~sion and
Coastal.Commission could result in a different project design than is'.currently reflected in '

,the Plan.. .

2)' Inadequate description ofdischarge-related impacts: It appears that the discharge proposed in
the Plan ma)' violate chtoni¢ toxicity standards and result in cU:t:p.ulative effects to nearby'
'nearshore waters and beaches. Additionally, the Plan does 1').ot adequately address the effects
of other high concentrations likely to be present in the discharge.

Section 2.2 of the Plan state~ that-two factors were used to determin~ minimum flow volumes'
- first, keeping discharge concenttations below leveis that would be ~'acutely toxic" for
.marine, organisms in the area; and second, ensuring adequate mixing within the zone of initial
dilution (ZID). The Plan needs to also identify hoW-to keep' discharge conc~ri.trations below
levels of chronic toxicity. Even the limited data available suggests that Poseidon's prop()sal "
to allow discharges.ofup to 50 ppt would be well above the No Observed Effect .
Concentration (42 ppt) used as,a basis for detennining chronic toxicity. The Plan must
identify, in addition to salinity, concentrations of other compounds that would be present in
the discharge. These includemetals, cleaning agents, and naturally occurring substances in
seawater that may be hatmful to marine life at concentrations above their natural background
levels. The Plan should also identify P:tI leveis of the proposed discharges and show whether
they meet the Ocean Plan requirement ofno more than 0.2 unit change froinbackgroulld.

W.e have requested as part of-our coastal development pemnt revi.ew that Poseidon identify
the extent ofnearshore waters in which concentrations 'would excef;\d the natural range of
variability (e.g., salinity about 10% over average background concentrations). The operating
scenarios described in the Plan would result in levels above natural concentrations in areas
rangiilg from dozens to hundreds of acres Of the seafloor. While some organisms may be
able to tolerate some of the higher salinity levels, the scenarios proposed in the Plan would
likely result in a long-term habitat shift, which would likely require mitigatIon.
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These scenarios would 'also likely :r;es~1t in conc~ntrationsof other constituents (e.g., copper,
boron, etc.) above their ranges of natural variability, which could result in other chronic '
effects as well as cumulative impacts that' are not addressed in the 'proposed Plan. Further,
the proposed discharge and the zm would be located immediately adjacent to the beach, but
the Plan does not identify what effects this mix ofhigh salinity, dead biomass, and high
concentrations oJ other constituents may have on human health. We recommend that the
Plan be revised to· address these,~ssues. '

, Additionally, and as noted below,the Plan's proposed discharge and mixing scenarios are
based only on varying operationsofthe existing power plant pumps.' The Plan should be
revised to consider the use ofnew; variable speed pumps whose operation could be
optimized to both minimize entraiiunent and allow thenecessary level of dilution.

3) Inadequateconsideratiori of alternatives: The Plan's flow reduction proposals are based only
on minor variations of a single option - that is, to run the existing power plant pumps under
various operating scenarios. The Plan: does 'not include any of several options that appear to
be feasible ways to reduce or elimina~e entrairunent and impingement and simultaneously
resolve some of the proposed project's discharge-related impacts. These options include:

. . .' .'

• Replace the existing power plant ptimps: The proposed Plan is based on the use of the
, existing pumps used by the power plant. However; the power plant owner has announced
plans to relocate the existing plant, which suggests that Poseidon should consider
replacing the existing pumps withniore efficient variable speed pumps of a size

, appropriate for the desalination facility. Rather than depend on the 'limited operational
conditions available from the existing pumps, the faqility could select new pumps to
optimize water production arid entrainment reduction.

• Construct a smaller facility: The project as proposed would be the largest seawater' ,
desalination facility in the country, and the Plan assumes that the facility must produce 50 •
MGD. However, glven that other desalination proponents have found it feasible to build
or propose smaller facilities, and recognizing that a smaller facility ofthis de~ign at this ,
locCi-tion would further reduce entrainment impacts, the Plan should also consider whether
a smaller facility wo'tild be feasible and would cause fewer adverse environmental effects.
We have asked as part ofour coastal development permit review that Poseidon provide
information needed to 'help deteimine the feasibility of a smaller facility, and we
recommend the Plan be revised to include this as an option.

.. Avoid entrainment and impingement entirely by using subsurface intakes: We have
, a~ked as part of our review of Poseidon's coastal development permit that it 'provide site

specific information to help determine whether subsurface intakes may be feasible, but
, we have not yet received this infom1ation. This option could also incl~de the use of
, subsurface discharges, whiCh may alleviate all or some of the adverse effects of high
salinityin the water column~ " " ,
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• Reduce water intakethrough use ofazero-dischargefacility: A zero-discharge facility'
would not require the additional water for dilution described in the. Plan,< It may be
feasible for the. facility to withdraw only that seawater needed to produce potable water
and by a zero-discharge design avoid the need for dilution" which could substantially
reduce entraimnen,t/impingement. .

These options, or combinations of these options, appear to befeasi'ble and, less .
environmentally damaging than the currently proposed project, so we recommend they be
incorporated,into a revised Plan.

4) Inadequate'biological data: Much of the biological data used in the Plan are out-of-date or
incomplete so are not adequate for determining potential impacts. For example, the Plan
describes impingement impacts relying on data conect~d in 1980. These quarter-century old
data do notadequately describe current biological conditions and should not serve as the
basis for the Plan's analysis. Similarly" the Plan does not fully describe the entrainment
study used and dO'es not include the source water determination needed·to calculate the loss
of marine biological productivity that would be caused by the proposed facility.

The Plah therefore needs to incorp~rate more recent impingement dat~ and provide complete
information about the entrainment models and analyses used (both issues are described in
more detail below), Additionally, the concerns expressed above about the likely cmonic
toxicity and cumulative impacts ofthe proposed discharge strongly suggest that additional'
extensive biological tests are ne'eded t~ properly characterize the discharge and i~s effects.

5) Inadequate or :incompiete impingement analysis: The Plan describes impingement losses that
would occur under the operating scenarios'mentioned above by corripa..ring them to losses
during maximum and average power plant operations (794.~2 and 600<~ MGD, respectively).
The proportional reductions in losses range from about 49 to 80%. However, reductions at
the higher end of this range would result in discharges exceeding chronic toxicity levels and
causing cumulative impacts - that is, under the Plan',s proposed approach, the more
:iril.pingement is reduced, the more significant the adverse effects of the. discharge.

Additionally"ll1o~t ofthe operating SCeI;laTIOS described in the Plan would result at tinies in
velocities ireater than 0.5 feet per second (fps).'Attachment 4 of the Plan -shows that 51·of
the 56 operating conditions (i.e., high and low tide velocities'both in-channel and through
screen) would result in velocities greater than 0.5 fPs, with velocities under some condItions

,being five or six times higher. I UnderClean Water Act (CWA) §3l6(b), intakes with
velocities lower than 0.5 iPs are ,considered to cause mi"limal impingement. Although the
desalination facility operating on its own would not be subject to this.section of the CWA,
0.5 fps is still considered the maximum velocity for this type ofintake to avoid impingement
impacts. The Plan needs to be revised to focus on ways to reduce veiocities to below this
leveL Further, as noted above, the analysis is based on impingement data from 1980 and it
assumes only that the proposed fac~lity would use the existing power plant pumps.

I We note that Attachment 4 of the Plan shows that the majority of operating conditions would result in velocities
greater thanOoS fps; however, Attachment 5 of the Plan states that operations under the No Power Plant Alternative
would not ex.ceed 0.5 iPs. This difference needs to be cOlTected in a revised Plan.
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We therefore recommend the Plan be revised to incorporate more recent biological data and
to include consideration ofnew pumps that would maintain velocities of less than 0.5 fps.
Additionally, as noted above, the potential use of subsurface intakes would completely
eliminate the p'rbposed project's impingement impacts, so a revised Plan should also describe
feasible. alternative intakes.

6) Inadequate or incomplete entrainment analysis: Similar toa problem identified above, the
Plan's.approach to reducing entrainment impacts are limited to variations ofjust a single' ,
alternative - Le., varying the.operation of the existing power plant pumps. Additionally, and
as noted above with the Plan's approach to reducing impingement, the highest entrainment .

. reductions would be assoCiated with the most significant adverse discharge effects..

The Plan states that the proposed desalination facility would cause "insignificant"
entrainment losses, but then states that entrainment would kill up to a third of at least one
species in the source water and would also ki11lower numbers ofat least two other species.
The' document further states that because the species are abundant and ubiquitous:, the losses
can be dismisse:d; however, this conclusion is not based on the analyses used and accepted
for the most recent entrainment studies done for this type of intake stnicture here .in
Califomia.2 The "state·of-the-art" study uses samples collected over at least a one-year
period and applies·the Empirical Transport Model (ETM) to determine the loss of
productivity caused through entrainment. While the Plan cites a study using part of this
'methodology, it does not provide the complete informatiqn needed to deternline the type and
extent ofentrainmep,t impacts. . .

. The Plan also downplays the proposed· project's entrainment impacts by stating that,larval
fish lost to· entrainment "are not reJ;Iioved from the ocean,bui are returned to supply the .

. ocean's food webs; .." This' statement appears to suggest that dead larval biomass released'
along with Gl. high salinity disqharge into nearshore ocean waters would perform the same
ecosystem function as the livIng larvae' found inAgua Hedionda. Again, this'statement does
not accurately describe the impacts associated with entrainment and it should not be included
in the Plan's analysis. . . .

The Plan needs to be revised to fully describe the entrainment analysis used and needs to use
the Empirical Transport Model to iden~ifythe loss of productivity ("Area of Production .
Foregone") that would be caused by the desalination facility's entrainment. Although the
Plan partially describes Poseidon's entrainment study, ·the description does not include the
source water determination ne~ded to determine the APF, which serves as a basis for'
identifying impacts and necessary mitigation measures. We have requested Poseidon provide
this. type 6f analysis as part of its coastaJ development pelTIlit application..This study would
need to be similar to other recent entrainment studies completed by severq.,l Regional Boards,
including the study required by the San Diego Board for the South Bay Power Plant in Chula

2 As noted above, we recognize that the proposed desalination facility operating on its own would not include a
cooling water intake structureand would therefore not besubject to regulation under CWA Section 316(b).
However, because its proposed intake and assumed adverse impacts would l'>e similar to those caused by the 'cooling
water structures regulated by that regulation, if is reasonable to apply many of the same standards and guidance as
Best Professional Judgmep.t. .

• I

I
I
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Vista. We note that all of the studies for California coastal power plants completed over the,
past decade have concluded that the'intakes, several ofwhich have flows in the same range'
as the proposed desalination facility, cause, significant entrainment impacts. ,Therefore, until
the necessary study is completed or fully documented, it is not'possible to accurately
detenn.i,ne whatentralnment effects would result from the proposed facility.

Closing

In sum, we recommen,d the proposed Planbe significantlyrevised'to incorporate our comments.
We believe a properly revised Plan would be useful not only to help ensure conformity to. the,
Regional Board's requirements' but to help the proposed project moye forward with its coastal '
development pennit application. ' ,

Again, thank you for the opportunity to ,comment. I would qe happy to answer any questions
you may have, provide additional infonnation, ,and review a revised Plan that incorporates these
comments.

Sincerely, '

4~
Tom Luster
StaffEnyironmental Scienti,st
Energy and Ocean Resources Division '

cc: Poseidon Resources - PeterMacLaggan
State ~imds Conuirission - Judy Brown
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